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Abstrat
Parity-nononserving two-body urrents due to vetor meson exhange are onsidered with the aim to de-
termine the related ontributions to the anapole moment. A partiular attention is given to the requirement
of urrent onservation whih is essential for a reliable estimate of this quantity. An appliation is made for
the deuteron ase.
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I. INTRODUCTION
First introdued by Zel'dovih [1℄, the anapole moment (AM) of a quantum system is a quantity
that involves both the eletromagneti interation and parity nononservation (PNC). Ignored for
a long time, it is not before studies by Flambaum and Khriplovih [2℄ that the onept aquires
pratial interest. In their work, these authors espeially emphasize that the AM would grow with
the size of the nuleus, making heavy nulei natural andidates for an observation. Implying the
hyperne struture, a rst measurement was performed a few years ago in the
133
Cs nuleus [3℄.
The deuteron AM has also reeived some attention reently [4, 5, 6, 7, 8℄. Though its interest
is largely aademi (an experiment is not feasible in a near future), it oers the advantage of a
laboratory where methods and ingredients relative to an estimate an be studied in details. These
studies have been onerned with the pion-exhange omponent of the PNC nuleon-nuleon (NN)
fore. Calulations were based on assuming an eetive-eld-theory desription [4, 5℄, zero-range
NN strong fores [7℄, or more realisti NN strong fores [8℄. The use of an alternative eld-theory
desription was also proposed [6℄. The next step onerns the extension of these results to inlude
the omponent of the PNC fore due to vetor-meson exhange that ould ontribute as muh as,
if not more than the pion exhange.
Determining the AM supposes to alulate the eetive urrent that ouples to the photon.
As it involves parity nononservation, the urrent has neessarily an axial harater, making the
requirement of urrent onservation non-trivial. Individual ontributions are proportional to the
weak oupling, GF , while fullling the above property implies that the eetive urrent ontains
the fator GF q
2
, whih vanishes in the limit of a zero momentum transfer. Getting this result
demands partiular are with ontributions ensuring gauge invariane. When dealing with vetor
mesons, this task beomes essential. In partiular, it has to be done onsistently with the PNC
interation model that is employed in alulations. Some ontributions were given in Ref. [9℄. In
the present work, we intend to omplete this work with the double aim to satisfy gauge invariane
and onsisteny with the PNC interation model; DDH potential, given by Desplanques, Donoghue,
and Holstein, is our ase [10℄. Some estimates of the vetor-meson-exhange ontributions to the
anapole moment will be presented in the deuteron ase.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Setion II, we rst present the various ingredients pertinent
to the interation: parity-onserving (PC), parity-nononserving and eletromagneti (EM) ones.
We subsequently provide the expressions for the PNC two-body urrents at the lowest 1/mN order
and show how they allow one to fulll urrent onservation. Setion III is devoted to appliations
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involving the deuteron. This inludes the deuteron desription, espeially the determination of the
PNC omponents; the expression of the anapole matrix elements from both the one- and two-body
urrents; and a numerial estimate in terms of the PNC meson-nuleon oupling onstants. A
disussion of the results is given in Setion IV. This is ompleted by Appendix A that ontains
expressions of the two-body urrents in onguration spae.
II. PNC NN INTERACTION, CURRENTS, AND CURRENT CONSERVATION
The anapole moment is a speial eletromagneti property of a system in whih parity onser-
vation is violated; therefore, our rst step in alulation is formulating the EM urrent operators.
Throughout this work, we assume for a nulear system the validity of non-relativisti (NR) limit
and keep only terms of leading order.
The one-body term (ρ(1), j(1)), that is, ontributions from eah individual nuleon (for deuteron,
there are two), inlude the harge density:
ρ(1) = e
2∑
i=1
1 + τ zi
2
(2π)3δ(3)(k + p′i − pi) , (1)
and the 3-urrent densities from spin and motion of nuleons:
jspin = e
2∑
i=1
µiN
2mN
iσi × (p′i − pi)(2π)3δ(3)(k + p′i − pi) , (2)
jconv = e
2∑
i=1
1 + τ zi
4mN
(p′i + pi)(2π)
3δ(3)(k + p′i − pi) , (3)
in momentum spae, where µiN is dened as
µiN ≡
1
2
(µS + τ
z
i µV )
with µS = 0.88 and µV = 4.71; and k, p
′
i, and pi denote the 3-momentum of outgoing photon,
outgoing ith nuleon, and inoming ith nuleon, respetively.
As the anonial piture of nuleon-nuleon (NN) interation is realized through the exhange
of mesons, the nulear EM urrents should also ontain these exhange eets, whih are two-body
in harater. Sine we are still laking of a fundamental understanding about the NN interation,
the exat exhange urrents (ECs) are also unknown. However, in order to redue theoretial
unertainties in the studies of nulear EM proesses, it is important, given a hosen model for
the NN interation, to onstrut these two-body urrents whih are onstrained by both urrent
onservation and phenomenology.
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For the PC NN interation, many high-quality model potentials exist, and our hoie for al-
ulation in this work is the Argonne v18 potential (Av18) [11℄. Although it gives good ts to the
sattering data and deuteron properties, it is not straightforward to onstrut the orresponding
ECs beause the onnetion with the meson exhange piture is not lear for some parts in this
potential. One traditional way to onstrut the ECs is implementing the NR minimal oupling
(MC) to the potential, i.e.,
p→ p− e
2
(1 + τ z)A ; H → H + e
2
(1 + τ z)A0 ,
then identifying the EM urrents from the interation Hamiltonian density, ejµA
µ
. However, this
proedure only onstrains the longitudinal omponents, while giving no information about the
transverse omponents whih are onserved by themselves. Some unertainty about these last
terms omes from potentials involving quadrati veloity-dependent omponents as disussed in
Ref. [12℄. Moreover, the derivation of exhange urrents for a model like Av18, employed in Ref.
[13℄ for instane, requires further elaboration. This model ontains a Gaussian type omponent
while the above presription is usually applied to Yukawa potentials. Therefore, we leave this as
an open question for future work and follow the treatment of Ref. [8℄ to examine: (1) to what
degree urrent onservation is broken by the omission of PC ECs, and (2) how muh the inlusion
of PC ECs due to the one pion exhange, whih gives the long-range part in Av18, ould restore the
onservation. By this exerise, one an get some qualitative handle on this problem. The detail is
be to disussed in Setion IV.
For the PNC NN interation, our hoie is the potential suggested by Desplanques, Donoghue,
and Holstein (DDH) [10℄. Sine this potential, based on the one-boson exhange sheme involving
π, ρ, and ω mesons, has a lose tie with the exhange piture, a more eld-theoretial formalism,
the so-alled S-matrix approah [9, 14, 15, 16℄, is used to onstrut all the orresponding ECs. As
we will show later, some transverse omponents arise naturally in this derivation. For larity, we
divide the following disussion into three parts: rst, the model Lagrangian, onsistent with the
DDH sheme, is onstruted; seond, the PNC ECs are derived; and nally, we show how these
exhange urrents allow one to fulll urrent onservation, given the DDH potential.
4
A. Model Lagrangian
The total Lagrangian density we onsider is expressed as
L = L0 + LPC + LPNC + LEM + δL , (4)
where δL ontains all the terms not relevant for this disussion. The free Lagrangian densities for
nuleon, N ; pion, rho, and omega mesons, pi, ρµ, and ωµ, are
L0 = N¯ ′(i∂/−mN)N + 1
2
(∂µpi) · (∂µpi)− 1
2
m2pipi
2 − 1
4
F (ρ)µν · F (ρ)µν +
1
2
m2ρρµ · ρµ −
1
2ξ
(∂µρ
µ) · (∂νρν)
−1
4
F (ω)µν F
(ω)µν +
1
2
m2ωωµω
µ − 1
2ξ
(∂µω
µ)(∂νω
ν) , (5)
where F
(ρ)
µν and F
(ω)
µν are the eld tensors of the vetor mesons, and we keep the Rξ gauge-xing
terms of vetor mesons expliit for the moment. The PC and PNC meson-nuleon interation
Lagrangian densities are
LPC = igpiNNN¯ ′γ5τ · piN − gρNNN¯ ′(γµ − i χV
2mN
σµνq
ν)τ · ρµN
−gωNNN¯ ′(γµ − i χS
2mN
σµνq
ν)ωµN , (6)
LPNC = − h
1
pi√
2
N¯ ′(τ × pi)zN + N¯ ′[h0ρτ · ρµ + h1ρρzµ +
h2ρ
2
√
6
(3τ zρzµ − τ · ρµ)]γµγ5N
+N¯ ′(h0ωω
µ + h1ωτ
zωµ)γµγ5N , (7)
where qµ is the 4-momentum arried by the outgoing boson; the strong ouplings, gXNN , as well as
the weak ouplings, h
(i)
X , are of DDH's denition (exept their PNC pion oupling, fpi, is renamed
as h1pi here); and the anomalous strong isosalar and isovetor magneti moments of nuleon, χS
and χV , are assumed to be the same as the EM values, -0.12 and 3.70, by vetor meson dominane.
Now we apply the ovariant MC:
pµ → pµ − e
2
(1 + τ z)Aµ ,
to the above Lagrangian densities to obtain the EM interations. For our purpose, only terms of
rst-order in e are inluded in LEM . From L0, we get
L(NNγ)EM = −eN¯ ′[(F (S)1 (Q2)
1
2
+ F (V )1 (Q
2)
τ z
2
)γµ − i 1
2mN
(F (S)2 (Q
2)
1
2
+ F V2 (Q
2)
τ z
2
)σµνq
ν ]NAµ ,(8)
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Figure 1: The vertex fator for vetor-meson-photon oupling, where α, β, and γ are the Lorentz indies; i
and j are isospin indies.
L(pipiγ)EM = −e(pi × ∂µpi)zAµ , (9)
L(ρργ)EM = −e(ρν × F (ρ)νµ )zAµ −
1
ξ
e(ρµ × ∂νρν)zAµ . (10)
Note that in order to aount for the nuleon struture, nuleon EM form fators, F (S,V )1,2 (supersript
"S" for isosalar and "V " for isovetor; subsript "1" for Dira and "2" for Pauli) have to be added.
At Q2 = −q2 = 0, F (S)1 (0) = F (V )1 (0) = 1, F (S)2 (0) = −0.12, and F (V )2 (0) = 3.70. In priniple one
should also take into aount the meson strutures; however, they are still poorly onstrained so
we simply assume them elementary.
Due to the momentum-dependent oupling of ρ meson to the nuleon anomalous magneti
moment, a Kroll-Ruderman type ontat interation [17℄, reading as
L(NNργ)EM = −e
gρNNχV
2mN
N¯ ′σµν(τ × ρν)zNAµ , (11)
also arises. This will lead to a seagull urrent whih is important for urrent onservation, but was
ignored in Ref. [9℄.
It is worthwhile to point out that the EM interations obtained above depend on the model
Lagrangians we start out. For example, ompared with the result of QHD II [18℄, a gauge theory
approah whih rst models pion from a global SU(2) symmetry group and then adds ρ meson and
photon by a loal SU(2)⊗U(1) symmetry group (both steps involve Higgs mehanism to generate
meson masses), one observes a larger ρργ interation in QHD II by the amount of
∆L(ρργ)EM =
1
2
e(ρµ × ρν)zF (γ)µν ,
whih modies the ρργ vertex in an interesting way as we are going to explain.
By xing the gauge parameter ξ = 1, i.e., 't Hooft-Feynman gauge, we obtained the same L(ρργ)EM
as in Ref. [19℄, and this gives a vertex fator (see Fig. 1):
ǫ3ij [(q1 − q2)µgαβ + kαgβµ − kβgµα] , (12)
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with k+q1+q2 = 0. The latter two terms are ombined to give amplitudes onserved by themselves
when dotted by kµ, whih means they are purely transverse (atually, they orrespond to magneti
dipole ouplings whih explain the transversality). By adding ∆L(ρργ)EM , it simply doubles the self-
onserved terms, so that we have
ǫ3ij[(q1 − q2)µgαβ + 2kαgβµ − 2kβgµα] , (13)
for the vertex. As ρ meson is a spin-one partile, it has harge (c), magneti dipole (µ), and harge
quadrupole (Q) ouplings to the EM eld. When assuming it is an elementary partile, c = e,
µ = e/mρ, and Q = −e/m2ρ, the vertex fator appears to be Eq. (13) [20, 21℄, so the MC result
under-predits the ρ meson magneti moment by two. This fator of two dierene in self-onserved
terms between MC and hiral Lagrangian approahes has been pointed out in Refs. [16, 22℄. It
is also obtained from a quark model alulation of the harged ρ meson magneti moment (in the
limit where the ρ mass is taken as twie the onstituent quark one). Although the fator two
originates from dierent models, in order to have a loser ontat with phenomenology, we make
this partiular modiation to the ρργ vertex.
The modiation mentioned above is just an example of model-dependenes in onstruting ECs.
Sine these purely transverse terms, often alled non-Born (NB) terms, ould not be onstrained by
urrent onservation, it is not easy to set up riteria a priori to judge whih should be inluded or
not, unless ompared with experiments
1
. For our alulation, we hoose to inlude ρπγ and ωπγ
interations
L(ρpiγ)EM = e
gρpiγ
2mρ
ǫαβγδF
(γ)αβ(ργ · ∂δpi) , (14)
L(ωpiγ)EM = e
gωpiγ
2mω
ǫαβγδF
(γ)αβ(ωγ∂δπz) , (15)
where the total anti-symmetri tensor is dened as ǫ0123 = −1 [15, 24℄, beause these oupling
onstants ould be determined from the deay data (exept for signs); and we ignore all the nuleon
isobari exitations for they are not the main theoretial emphasis of this work. The present work
ould be easily extended to them if neesssary.
To sum up, the total EM Lagrangian density we onsider is
LEM = L(NNγ)EM + L(pipiγ)EM +
{
L
(ρργ)
EM +
1
2
e(ρµ × ρν)zF (γ)µν
}
+ L(ρpiγ)EM + L(ωpiγ)EM . (16)
1
There are a lot of disussions in literature addressing this issue. We refer readers to more extensive reviews suh
as Refs. [12, 15, 16, 23℄ (and referenes therein) for details.
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Figure 2: Classiation of meson exhange urrents: (a) norm-reoil, (b) pair, () mesoni, (d) seagull, (e)
isobari, and (f) non-Born mesoni, where N and N* denote nuleon and nuleon exited state; M and M'
denote mesons.
B. PNC Meson Exhange Currents
Diagrammatially, the ECs ould be lassied, aording to Fig. 2, as: (a) norm-reoil, (b)
pair, () mesoni, (d) seagull, (e) isobari, and (f) NB mesoni types. The division of norm-reoil
and pair terms simply omes from the separation of positive- and negative-energy omponents in
the ovariant nuleon propagator. Sometimes onfusion arises when it omes to pair and seagull
diagram. If the PC πNN oupling is formulated as pseudo-vetor, the seagull term is O(1/mN ),
while the pair term is higher-order in 1/mN . On the other hand, if the pseudo-salar oupling is
adopted as we do here, there is no seagull term, however, at the leading order, the pair term looks
exatly as the seagull term in the pseudo-vetor sheme. Therefore, as far as the NR approximation
is valid, these two formalisms are equivalent [12, 23℄. For the ase of ρ meson, both pair and seagull
diagrams have O(1/mN) ontributions. As for the NB ontributions from (e) and (f), we only
onsider the latter as explained above.
Before one applies Feynman rules to evaluate these diagrams and extrat the orresponding ECs,
the gauge parameter has to be xed. Though the physial results should be gauge-independent, a
proper hoie may greatly simplify the alulation. Here, we adopt the 't Hooft-Feynman gauge,
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ξ = 1, for the following reasons. First, the propagator is simpler
〈AµAν〉 =
(
gµν − (1− ξ) qµqν
q2 − ξm2 + iǫ
) −i
q2 −m2 + iǫ
=
−igµν
q2 −m2 + iǫ (for ξ = 1).
Seond, the PNC potential, onstruted from NR redution of the one-boson exhange diagrams,
orresponds to the form given by DDH. The last and most important of all, in ombination with the
previous statement, the ontribution from the norm-reoil diagram represents how the one-body
EM matrix element is modied by the presene of this NR potential [16℄. Therefore, it should not
be double-ounted if one has already taken are of this by using the perturbed wave funtion, the
route we will follow.
In momentum spae, to the order of 1/mN , we have the following results for the pair and ρ-seagull
(KR) 3-urrents
jpipair =
−egpiNNh1pi
2
√
2mN
(τ1 · τ2 − τ z1 τ z2 )[σ1]
(2π)3δ(3)(· · · )
q22 +m
2
pi
+ (1↔ 2) , (17)
j
ρ
pair+KR =
−egρNN
2mN
{(
h0ρ(τ1 · τ2 + τ z2 ) +
h2ρ
2
√
6
(3τ z1 τ
z
2 − τ1 · τ2 + 2τ z2 )
)
[σ1 − σ2]
+h1ρ(1 + τ
z
1 )[τ
z
2σ1 − τ z1σ2] + (1 + χV )
(
h0ρ −
h2ρ
2
√
6
)
(τ1 × τ2)z[σ1 × σ2]
}
×(2π)
3δ(3)(· · · )
q22 +m
2
ρ
+ (1↔ 2) , (18)
jωpair =
−egωNN
2MN
(1 + τ z1 )
(
h0ω[σ1 − σ2] + h1ω[τ z1σ1 − τ z2σ2]
)(2π)3δ(3)(· · · )
q22 +m
2
ω
+ (1↔ 2) , (19)
where the ρ-seagull 3-urrent orresponds to the term involving χV ; q1,2 = p
′
1,2 − p1,2; and the δ
funtion imposes the total 3-momentum onservation, k + q1 + q2 = 0. All the pair harges are of
higher order in 1/mN ompared with the nuleon harge, whih is O(1), so they are negleted.
For the mesoni 3-urrents, we obtain
jpimesonic =
−egpiNNh1pi
2
√
2mN
(τ1 · τ2 − τ z1 τ z2 )[q2 − q1]σ1 · q1
(2π)3δ(3)(· · · )
(q21 +m
2
pi)(q
2
2 +m
2
pi)
+ (1↔ 2) , (20)
j
ρ
mesonic =
−egρNN
2mN
(
h0ρ −
h2ρ
2
√
6
)
i(τ1 × τ2)z
{
[q1 − q2]σ2 ·
(
(p′2 + p2)− (p′1 + p1)− i(1 + χV )σ1 × q1
)
+2[(p′1 + p1) + i(1 + χV )σ1 × q1]σ2 · k + 2[σ2]
(
2mNk0 − k ·
(
(p′1 + p1) + i(1 + χV )σ1 × q1
))}
× (2π)
3δ(3)(· · · )
(q21 +m
2
ρ)(q
2
2 +m
2
ρ)
+ (1↔ 2) , (21)
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j
ρpi
mesonic =
egρNNgρpiγh
1
pi√
2mρ
(τ1 × τ2)z[q1 × q2] (2π)
3δ(3)(· · · )
(q21 +m
2
ρ)(q
2
2 +m
2
pi)
+ (1↔ 2) , (22)
jωpimesonic ≈ 0 , (23)
where k0 = E1+E2−E′1−E′2 = Ei−Ef . Speially note that there is a ontribution to the harge
density at the same order as the nuleon harge:
ρρmesonic = −2egρNN
(
h0ρ −
h2ρ
2
√
6
)
i(τ1 × τ2)zσ2 · k (2π)
3δ(3)(· · · )
(q21 +m
2
ρ)(q
2
2 +m
2
ρ)
+ (1↔ 2) . (24)
C. PNC NN Interation and Current Conservation
By onsidering the one-boson exhange diagrams where one of the meson-nuleon ouplings is
PC and the other PNC, the DDH potential in momentum spae ould be expressed as
V piPNC =
gpiNNh
1
pi
2
√
2mN
i (τ1 × τ2)z (σ1 + σ2) · upi , (25)
V ρPNC =
−gρNN
mN
[(
h0ρτ1 · τ2 +
h1ρ
2
(τ z1 + τ
z
2 ) +
h2ρ
2
√
6
(3τ z1 τ
z
2 − τ1 · τ2)
)
×(i(1 + χV ) (σ1 × σ2) · uρ + (σ1 − σ2) · vρ)− h1ρ
2
(τ z1 − τ z2 )(σ1 + σ2) · vρ
]
, (26)
V ωPNC =
−gωNN
mN
[(
h0ω +
h1ω
2
(τ z1 + τ
z
2 )
)(
i(1 + χS)(σ1 × σ2) · uω + (σ1 − σ2) · vω
)
+
h1ω
2
(τ z1 − τ z2 )(σ1 + σ2) · vω
]
, (27)
where
uX =
q
q2 +m2X
; vX =
(p′1 + p1)− (p′2 + p2)
2 (q2 +m2X)
,
with q denotes the meson 3-momentum.
To prove the onservation of these PNC urrents at the operator level, we showed expliitly the
following matrix element identities (with bra 〈p′1,p′2| and ket |p1,p2〉):
〈[ρ(1) , V piPNC ]〉 = k · 〈jpipair + jpimesonic〉 , (28)
〈[ρ(1) , V ρPNC ]〉 = k · 〈jρpair+KR + jρ (I)mesonic〉 , (29)
〈[ρ(1) , V ωPNC ]〉 = k · 〈jωpair〉 , (30)
〈[ρρmesonic , H]〉 = k · 〈jρ (II)mesonic〉 , (31)
10
0 = k · 〈jρpimesonic + jωpimesonic〉 , (32)
where H is the total Hamiltonian, whih is the sum of kineti energy (T ) and both PC and PNC
potentials (VPC and VPNC); and the ρ mesoni urrent, Eq. (21), is separated into two parts: (I) is
proportional to the vetor (q1− q2), and (II) ontains the rest. The ontinuity equality of Eq. (31)
indiates that (ρρmesonic , j
ρ (II)
mesonic) forms a onserved urrent not onstrained by the DDH potential,
whih atually results from the self-onserved ρργ vertex mentioned above, while the last equality
shows the transversality of NB urrents. Obviously, the total PNC EM EC operator, (ρ
(2)
PNC , j
(2)
PNC)
we onstrut, Eqs. (17-24), satises the total urrent onservation ondition
[ρ(1) + ρ
(2)
PNC , T + VPC + VPNC ] = k · (j(1) + j(2)PC + j(2)PNC) ,
as long as the two-body PC EC, (ρ
(2)
PC , j
(2)
PC), is onserved, i.e.,
[ρ(1) , VPC] = k · j(2)PC ,
(ρ
(2)
PC is higher order in 1/mN). Therefore, at least for the PNC part, we have every onservation
ondition met.
For the alulation of AM, we have to use both the DDH potential and urrent operators in
oordinate spae, these expressions ould be found in Appendix A.
III. DEUTERON ANAPOLE MOMENT
A. Determination of the Deuteron Wave Funtion
Due to the PNC NN interation, the deuteron wave funtion, mainly a 3S1 state with some
fration of
3D1 omponent, ould have parity admixtures in
3P˜1 and
1P˜1 hannels. The former
hannel, indued by the isovetor part of DDH potential, is dominated by π-exhange, while the
latter one, resulting from the isosalar interation, is purely through the heavy-meson exhange.
Therefore, we express the full parity-admixed deuteron wave funtion as
Ψ(r) =
1√
4πr
[(
u(r) +
S12(rˆ)√
8
w(r)
)
ζ00
−i
√
3
8
(σ1 + σ2) · rˆ v˜3p1(r) ζ10 + i
√
3
2
(σ1 − σ2) · rˆ v˜1p1(r) ζ00
]
χ1Jz , (33)
where S12(rˆ) ≡ 3σ1 · rˆ σ2 · rˆ − σ1 · σ2 and χ and ζ represents spinor and isospinor respetively.
The Shrödinger equation in the enter of mass frame is
H Ψ(r) =
[
− 1
mN
(
1
r
∂2
∂ r2
r − l(l + 1)
r2
)
+ VC(r) + VT (r)S12(rˆ) + VPNC(r)
]
Ψ(r)
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= EΨ(r) , (34)
where VC(r) and VT (r) are the entral and tensor parts of the strong potential, respetively, and
VPNC(r) is the sum of the PNC potentials given above. Up to the linear order of PNC NN
interation, radial wave funtions of eah hannel satisfy the dierential equations
u′′(r) +mN (E − VC(r)) u(r) =
√
8mNVT (r)w(r) , (35)
w′′(r)− 6
r2
w(r)−mN (E − VC(r) + 2VT (r))w(r) =
√
8mNVT (r)u(r) , (36)
v˜′′3p1(r)−
2
r2
v˜3p1(r) +mN(E − VC(r)− 2VT (r))v˜3p1(r) =
2√
3
[(
u(r) +
1√
2
w(r)
)
∂
∂r
(
F 1pi (r) +
√
2F 1ρ (r)−
√
2F 1ω(r)
)
+2
√
2
(
F 1ρ (r)− F 1ω(r)
) ∂
∂r
(
u(r) +
1√
2
w(r)
)
− 2
√
2
r
(
F 1ρ (r)− F 1ω(r)
) (
u(r)−
√
2w(r)
)]
,(37)
v˜′′1p1 −
2
r2
v˜1p1(r) +mN(E − VC(r) + 4VT (r))v˜1p1(r) =
2√
3
[(
u(r)−
√
2w(r)
) ∂
∂r
(
3χV F
0
ρ (r)− χSF 0ω(r)
)
−2 (3F 0ρ (r)− F 0ω(r)) ∂∂r
(
u(r)−
√
2w(r)
)
+
2
r
(
3F 0ρ (r)− F 0ω(r)
) (
u(r) + 2
√
2w(r)
)]
, (38)
where F 1pi (r) ≡ gpiNNh1pifpi(r), F 0ρ (r) ≡ gρNNh0ρfρ(r), F 1ρ (r) ≡ gρNNh1ρfρ(r), F 0ω(r) ≡ gωNNh0ωfω(r),
and F 1ω(r) ≡ gωNNh1ωfω(r). In our numerial alulations, gpiNN = 13.45, gρNN = 2.79, gωNN = 8.37,
as well as DDH best values (in units of 10−7): h1pi = 4.6, h
0
ρ = −11.4, h1ρ = −0.2, h2ρ = −9.5,
h0ω = −1.9, and h1ω = −1.1, are assumed.
B. Anapole Moment : Expressions of Matrix Elements
The anapole operator we use takes the form
a ≡ 2π
3
∫
dx x× (x× j(x)) , (39)
where j(x) ontains all the urrents disussed in Se. II. Note that this form is equivalent to what
have been reommended in Refs. [9, 25℄, a result from implementing the extended Siegert's theorem
[26℄.
With the deuteron wave funtion, Eq. (33), we obtain the anapole moment for the spin term;
aspin = − π√
6mN
[
µV
∫
dr r
(
u(r)−
√
2w(r)
)
v˜3p1(r)
−
√
2µS
∫
dr r
(
u(r) +
1√
2
w(r)
)
v˜1p1(r)
]
e I , (40)
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where I ≡ 12χ†1Jz(σ1 + σ2)χ1Jz is the intrinsi spin taken in the spinor basis, and we note that
this is equivalent to the total angular momentum taken in the total angular momentum basis, i.e.,
I = 〈J = 1, Jz |J |J = 1, Jz〉 2.
The matrix element of the onvetion urrent is written as
jconv(x) = j
+
conv(x) + j
−
conv(x) ,
j+conv(x) ≡
e
4mN
∫
dr1dr2
1√
4πr
χ†1Jz
(
u(r) +
S12(rˆ)√
8
w(r)− i
√
3
2
(σ1 − σ2) · rˆv˜1p1(r)
)
×(p1, p2)+
(
u(r) +
S12(rˆ)√
8
w(r) + i
√
3
2
(σ1 − σ2) · rˆv˜1p1(r)
)
1√
4πr
χ1Jz , (41)
j−conv(x) ≡
e
4mN
∫
dr1dr2
1√
4πr
χ†1Jz
×
[(
u(r) +
S12(rˆ)√
8
w(r)
)
(p1, p2)
−
(
−i
√
3
8
)
(σ1 + σ2) · rˆv˜3p1(r)
+i
√
3
8
(σ1 + σ2) · rˆv˜3p1(r)(p1, p2)−
(
u(r) +
S12(rˆ)√
8
w(r)
)]
1√
4πr
χ1Jz , (42)
where
(p1, p2)
± ≡ {p1, δ3(x− r1)}± {p2, δ3(x− r2)} . (43)
As been argued in [8℄
2π
3
∫
dxx× (x× j−conv(x)) =
〈
−i πe
12mN
[
l2, r
]〉
, (44)
where l = r × p 3. Indeed, it an be shown that the matrix element of the operator (p1, p2)+ is
proportional to
−2iR+R (R · P ) + r
(
R · p+ 1
4
r · P
)
−
(
R2 +
1
4
r2
)
P − 2R · r p ,
where R = (r1 + r2)/2 is the oordinate of the enter of mass and P = p1 + p2 is its onjugate
momentum. In the enter of mass frame where only the relative oordinate or momentum are
relevant, the terms proportional to R or P are disarded. Consequently, the ontribution from
(p1, p2)
+
is zero and the magnitude from the onvetion urrent is determined by Eq. (42). The
anapole moment ontributed by the onvetion term then reads
aconv =
1
3
π√
6mN
∫
dr r
(
u(r)−
√
2w(r)
)
v˜3p1(r) e I . (45)
2
Sine the anapole moment is a vetor moment, it should be proportional to the total angular momentum whih is
the only intrinsi vetor of a system.
3
We stress that the equality holds for the matrix elements and the operators themselves do not satisfy the equality.
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Contributions from the PNC exhange urrents are evaluated with the parity-even hannels (
3S1
and
3D1) in the initial and nal states. These hannels are in spin-triplet, S = 1, and isospin-singlet,
T = 0, state and for these states we have the spin and isospin seletions rules
〈S = 1|| (σ1 − σ2) ||S = 1〉 = 〈S = 1|| (σ1 × σ2) ||S = 1〉 = 0 , (46)
〈T = 0|| (τ1 × τ2)z||T = 0〉 = 0 , (47)
where the double bar || means the redued matrix element. It is easily seen that the matrix elements
of j
ρ±
pair+KR, j
ρ±
mesonic, j
ρpi
mesonic, and the part proportional to σ1−σ2 in jρ
0
pair and j
ω
pair vanish. Then
we are left with π-pair, π-mesoni, and the parts proportional to σ1 + σ2 in ρ
0
-pair and ω-pair
terms. Pair and mesoni pion ontributions were already alulated in [8℄ whih are given as
apipair = −
√
2πgpiNN
9mN
∫
dr r2 fpi(r)
(
u(r) +
1√
2
w(r)
)(
u(r)−
√
2w(r)
)
e I h1pi , (48)
apimesonic =
√
2πgpiNN
3mNmpi
∫
dr r fpi(r)
(
u(r) +
1√
2
w(r)
)
×
[
u(r)
(
1− 1
3
mpir
)
− 1√
2
w(r)
(
1 +
1
3
mpir
)]
e I h1pi , (49)
and ρ0- and ω-meson ontributions read
a
ρ0
pair = −
2π gρNN
9mN
∫
dr r2 fρ(r)
(
u(r) +
1√
2
w(r)
)(
u(r)−
√
2w(r)
)
e I h1ρ , (50)
aωpair =
2π gωNN
9mN
∫
dr r2 fω(r)
(
u(r) +
1√
2
w(r)
)(
u(r)−
√
2w(r)
)
e I h1ω . (51)
C. Numerial Results for the Argonne v18 NN Interation Model
With the Av18 model, we obtain the numerial results (in units of fm
2
)
aspin = −0.547h1pi e I + (−3.7h1ρ + 10.8h1ω + 7.3h0ρ + 3.7h0ω)× 10−3 e I , (52)
aconv = 0.039h
1
pi e I + (2.7h
1
ρ − 7.6h1ω)× 10−4 e I , (53)
apiex = a
pi
pair + a
pi
mesonic = (−0.027 + 0.028)h1pi e I , (54)
aρex = a
ρ0
pair = −0.7× 10−4 h1ρ e I , (55)
aωex = a
ω
pair = 1.8× 10−4 h1ω e I . (56)
The ontribution from the nuleoni AM, aN , should also be inluded in the full result. Sine
the deuteron is an isosinglet state, only the isosalar omponent of the nuleoni AM ontributes,
i.e.,
aN = 〈d|
2∑
i=1
(a
(1)
S + a
(1)
V τ
z
i )σi |d〉 = 2 a(1)S (1−
3
2
PD) I , (57)
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where a
(1)
S.V denote the isosalar and isovetor nuleoni AM, and PD is the probability of deuteron
D-state. Several theoretial estimates for the nuleoni AM exist [25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31℄, and
here we use the result of Ref. [31℄ beause it is the most reent one whih inludes the full DDH
interation at the nuleon level.
For the pion setor, Ref. [31℄ gave
a
pi (1)
S = −
gA h
1
pi
12
√
2fpimpi
Λ2χ
m2N
(1− 6
π
mpi
mN
ln
Λχ
mpi
) ,
where Λχ is the hiral symmetry breaking sale (the authors hose it to be 4πfpi)
4
. When setting
Λχ = mN , the leading term is equivalent to what has been used in Refs. [4, 5, 8℄ for the deuteron
AM alulations, while the full result is the same as been used in Ref. [7℄. By inluding the heavy
mesons, the numerial result is [31℄
a
(1)
S = −0.274h1pi − 0.419h1ρ − 0.129h0ω , (58)
and this leads to the nuleoni ontribution
aN = (−0.250h1pi − 0.383h1ρ − 0.118h0ω) e I . (59)
Although we do not have the exat PC EC orresponding to Av18 potential, we try to ap-
proximate this by the EC oming out from one-pion exhange diagrams. Corresponding urrents
in the onguration spae are given in the Appendix A. Pair- and mesoni-term of the PC EC
ontributions read
aPCpair =
1
3
√
6
(
gpiNN
2mN
)2 ∫
dr e−mpir (1 +mpir) v˜3p1(r)
(
u(r)−
√
2w(r)
)
e I, (60)
aPCmesonic = −
1
3
√
6
(
gpiNN
2mN
)2 ∫
dr e−mpir v˜3p1(r)
[
3u(r)−mpi r
(
u(r) +
1√
2
w(r)
)]
e I. (61)
Numerially we obtain
aPCex = a
PC
pair + a
PC
mesonic
= −(7.8 h1pi + 0.4 h1ρ − 1.1 h1ω)× 10−4 e I. (62)
In the next setion, we will disuss if this is a reasonable approximation and to what extent is the
breaking of urrent onservation due to the non-exat PC EC.
4
Note that a fator of 4pi/m2N is needed for onverting the dimensionless AM dened in Lorentz-Heaviside units
into our denition.
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Figure 3: The left panel shows the behavior of r2 (u(r) + w(r)/
√
2)(u(r) − √2w(r)). The entral panel
ompares the Yukawa funtion of the pion (solid line) and rho-meson (dotted line). The right panel is the
behavior of the integrand for the π− and ρ− pair terms in Eq. (48) and Eq. (50), respetively
Finally, the full deuteron AM ould be expressed as:
ad = aspin + aconv + a
PNC
ex + aN + a
PC
ex
= (−0.756h1pi − 0.387h1ρ + 0.010h1ω + 0.007h0ρ − 0.114h0ω) e I. (63)
IV. DISCUSSIONS
Presenting the results, we separated the ontributions of the pion and the heavy mesons so that
their relative order of magnitude an be ompared easily. In the result of the nulear part, i.e. the
ontributions from deuteron wave funtion or exhange urrents, whih inlude spin, onvetion,
PNC EC and PC EC, the magnitudes of the heavy meson ontributions are ommonly suppressed
by an order of 2 or 3. This suppression an be understood most easily from Eqs. (48, 50, 51), PNC
pair terms of π, ρ and ω mesons, respetively. Aside from the weak oupling onstants, they dier
only by the Yukawa funtions fpi(r) or fρ, ω(r) in the integrand. At small r, the deuteron wave
funtion is proportional to r (for the simpliity of argument, we neglet D−state wave funtion)
and inreases very fast up to r ∼ 2 fm at whih the maximum is reahed. Afterwards, the wave
funtion dereases very slowly, onverging to zero. The fator r2 multiplied by u2(r) gives rise to
the suppression at short range. The left panel of Fig. 3 shows this behavior. One an expet that
this r4 behavior at short distanes makes the ontribution from r ≤ 1 fm quite small. On the
ontrary, the Yukawa funtion, whih behaves like 1/r at small r and also depends strongly on the
mass of the meson, is short-range peaked. A omparison of fpi(r) and fρ(r) is given in the entral
panel of Fig. 3. The quantity fρ(r) is non-negligible for about r ≤ 0.5 fm but the remaining part
of the integrand, approximately r2 u2(r) is small in this region. Consequently the heavy meson
will be suppressed substantially ompared to π. The right panel of Fig. 3 shows the behavior
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term spin onv. PNC EC PC EC nuleoni total
(ρ+ ω)/π 4.0 0.6 −2.0 −3.1 −26.2 −5.9
Table I: Comparison of the heavy meson with the pion ontribution to the deuteron anapole moment, term
by term. The ratios are given in %.
of the total integrands in Eqs. (48, 50). If we approximate the integrand as r3 exp(−mXr), the
maximum of the integrand is reahed at r ∼ 3/mX . This approximation is good for ρ but bad for π,
however, this an provide a semi-quantitative explanation for the suppression of the heavy mesons.
At the maximum, the integrand has the value proportional to 1/m3X . If omparison is made for π
and ρ, the maximum value of ρ is smaller than π by a fator of 1/200, whih an aount for the
suppression of order 2 of the heavy mesons.
To a lesser extent, a similar argument an be applied to the qualitative understanding of the
heavy-meson suppression of spin and onvetion terms. The right hand side of Eqs. (37, 38)
whih are the soures of parity admixed P−states also ontains the Yukawa funtions. When the
equations are solved, i.e. integrated with respet to r, one an expet some amount of suppression
for the heavy mesons as was disussed in the analysis of pair EC's, but without the fator r2. In
Tab. I, we summarize the ratio of the heavy meson ontribution to the pion with the weak oupling
onstants given by DDH best values. The magnitudes of the heavy meson terms are suppressed by
an order of two ompared to the pion terms in ommon. As far as the nulear part is onerned, π
ontribution is by far dominant. If one an disentangle the nulear part ontribution from the total
deuteron anapole moment, this an provide information to extrat the magnitude of h1pi with high
auray. As a side remark, it is notied that the ombination of the isovetor ouplings, h1pi, h
1
ρ
and h1ω, entering the spin and onvetion ontributions is lose to the one determining low energy
PNC nuleon-nuleon sattering, roughly 3 h1pi + 0.02 h
1
ρ − 0.06 h1ω [32℄. This lets us think that the
Danilov's approah [33℄, whose appliation for the deuteron anapole moment was proposed later on
by Savage [6℄, should provide a reasonable estimate for this ontribution.
Contrary to the nulear part, the nuleoni one has sizable ontribution from the heavy mesons.
The relative ratio of the heavy meson is about 26% of the pion based on the nuleoni anapole
estimate of Ref. [31℄. However, we should also note that these authors onsidered more non-DDH
type ouplings suh as non-Yukawa type πNN ouplings and the inlusion of hyperons. So far,
no detailed knowledge about these exoti ouplings exist, and the theoretial unertainty ould be
huge. The study of these terms and their impliation for two-body nulear ontributions will be an
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interesting topi for further exploration.
Another issue that should be addressed is the gauge invariane of the results. We showed in
Set. II that the PNC ECs we onstruted satisfy the gauge invariane with the DDH potential.
However, with the phenomenologial strong interation models like the one adopted in this work,
gauge invariane may not be satised if the ECs are not onsistent with the phenomenologial
potentials. For Av18, the potential ontains 18 types of operators but we took into aount the
dominant ECs only, whih naturally leads to inonsisteny, or breakdown of gauge invariane. Even
though the inonsisteny may only hange the result slightly, the investigation of the extent to whih
gauge invariane is broken ould help to get an estimate of the error.
Most phenomenologial potentials are very ompliated and the analyti analysis of gauge invari-
ane is a formidable or pratially impossible work. However as suggested in [8℄, one an estimate
the amount of gauge invariane breaking by omparing the anapole moment obtained from Eq. (39)
and
a = −π
∫
dxx2j(x) , (64)
whih an be obtained from Eq. (39) with the assumption
∇ · j(x) = 0 . (65)
In [8℄, we observed that the inlusion of the PC ECs of π removes almost all the inonsisteny. In
this work, we follow the same proedure to investigate the breakdown of gauge invariane.
The spin urrent an be shown easily to satisfy Eq. (65). The onvetion, pair and mesoni
anapole moment of π, ρ− and ω−mesons with the denition given by Eq. (64) an be alulated
straightforwardly to give
aCCconv =
π
2
√
6mN
∫
dr r2
[
u(r)
(
v˜′3p1(r) + 2
v˜3p1(r)
r
)
+
w(r)√
2
(
v˜′3p1(r)−
v˜3p1(r)
r
)]
e I,(66)
a
pi,CC
pair = −
π gpi NN
2
√
2mN
∫
dr r2 fpi(r)
(
u2(r)− w
2(r)
2
)
h1pi e I, (67)
a
pi,CC
mesonic =
gpiNN
24
√
2mN mpi
∫
dr e−mpir
×
[(
u2(r)− w
2(r)
2
)
(mpir + 4)− 1
3
(
u(r) +
w(r)√
2
)2
mpir (mpir + 3)
]
h1pi e I, (68)
a
ρ0,CC
pair = −
π gρNN
2mN
∫
dr r2 fρ(r)
(
u2(r)− w
2(r)
2
)
h1ρ e I, (69)
a
ω,CC
pair =
π gω NN
2mN
∫
dr r2 fω(r)
(
u2(r)− w
2(r)
2
)
h1ω e I, (70)
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Eq. (39) Eq. (64)
h1
pi
h1
ρ
h1
ω
h1
pi
h1
ρ
h1
ω
onv. 0.03925 0.00027 −0.00076 0.05348 0.00024 −0.00066
PNC π pair −0.02668 −0.07895
PNC π mesoni 0.02830 0.04706
PNC ρ pair −0.00007 −0.00023
PNC ω pair 0.00018 0.00061
PC π pair 0.01400 0.00013 −0.00038 0.06325 0.00062 −0.00177
PC π mesoni −0.01478 −0.00017 0.00049 −0.04366 −0.00047 0.00133
Total−PC 0.04087 0.00020 −0.00058 0.02159 0.00001 −0.00005
Total 0.04010 0.00016 −0.00047 0.04117 0.00017 −0.00049
Table II: Coeients of the weak oupling onstants for given terms with dierent denitions of the anapole
operator, Eq. (39) and Eq. (64).
aPC,CCpair =
1√
6
(
gpiNN
2mN
)2 ∫
dr e−mpir(1 +mpir) v˜3p1(r)
(
u(r)− 1√
8
w(r)
)
e I , (71)
aPC,CCmesonic = −
1
12
√
6
(
gpiNN
2mN
)2 ∫
dr e−mpir v˜3p1(r)
×
[
u(r)(18 + 2mpir −m2pir2)−
w(r)√
2
mpir (4 +mpir)
]
e I, (72)
where the supersript CC denotes the quantity alulated with Eq. (64). Numerial results are
summarized in Tab. II.
Judging from the "Total" olumn in Table II, two denitions of the anapole operator only
dier in results by 3%, 6%, and 4% for the π-, ρ-, and ω-exhange respetively; this means our
result satisfy urrent onservation very well. This is quite surprising beause only the PC one-pion
exhange urrentnot fully onsistent with the adopted strong potential, Av18is inluded in our
alulation. The reason is partly beause the AM is a r2-weighted moment, plus the deuteron wave
funtion peaks around 2 fm with a long tail; therefore the long-range physis, whih is dominated
by the one-pion exhange inluding the ase of Av18, beomes muh more important. This explains
why our onlusion diers from the one found in Ref. [13℄ where large eets due to undetermined
ECs were found. Their observation was onerning a dierent operator (E1 transition), whih has
a range relatively shorter than the quantity onsidered in this work.
Furthermore, one an observe that for the ontributions from exhange urrents, Eq. (39) always
give smaller values than Eq. (64). This implies the alulation using Eq. (39) suers less from
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the inomplete knowledge or unertainty of exhange urrents whih auses the breaking of urrent
onservation. For example, if the PC pion ECs are left out in our alulation, by omparing the
"Total" and "Total-PC" olumns in Table II, the error is 2%, 25%, and 23% for π, ρ, and ω
omponent respetively when Eq. (39) is used; while the error is -46%, -94%, and -90% for Eq.
(64). Perhaps, the reason for the small ontribution of ECs in the former ase is to be looked for
in the proportionality of the dominant ECs to the position vetor ~x, whih readily gives zero when
inserted into the orresponding anapole operator, Eq. (39). Therefore the merit of Eq. (39) is
justied, at least for the ase of deuteron.
In onlusion, we onstruted the PNC ECs due to one π−, ρ− and ω−exhange, and showed
that they satisfy the urrent onservation; and hene are fully onsistent with the adopted DDH
PNC potential. An appliation was made to the alulation of the deuteron anapole moment. We
observed that, for the nulear part, the ontribution of heavy mesons is suppressed by an order of two
ompared to the pion, a result onsistent with the similar work by Blunden [34℄. Consisteny with
Av18 was also heked. We found that the approximation of using only the PC one-pion exhange
urrent is pretty goodthe breaking of urrent onservation only amounts to a few perent, and
this should be xed by using the PC exhange urrent fully onsistent with Av18. Therefore, the
ontribution from the nulear part to the deuteron anapole moment an be determined with an
error less than 5%, while the major unertainty should ome from the nuleoni anapole moment
instead.
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Appendix A: PNC NN POTENTIAL AND EXCHANGE CURRENTS IN COORDINATE
SPACE
The DDH potential in oordinate spae ould easily be obtained by applying the following
transformation rules to Eqs. (25-27)
uX → uX(r) = [p , fX(r)] ,
vX → vX(r) = {p , fX(r)} ,
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where r ≡ r1 − r2; r = |r|; p ≡ (p1 − p2)/2 = −i∇r; and the Yukawa funtions fX(r) are dened
as
fX(r) =
e−mXr
4πr
.
For the PNC MECs, we list all the leading-order, O(1/mN ), 3-urrents, whih are relevant for
the AM alulation:
jpipair(x; r1, r2) = −
e gpiNN h
1
pi
2
√
2 mN
(τ1 · τ2 − τ z1 τ z2 ) fpi(r)
2∑
i=1
δ(3)(x− ri)σi , (A1)
jpimesonic(x; r1, r2) = −
e gpiNN h
1
pi
2
√
2 mN
(τ1 · τ2 − τ z1 τ z2 )
×(∇1 −∇2) [(σ1 ·∇1 − σ2 ·∇2) , fpi(rx1) fpi(rx2)] , (A2)
j
ρ±
pair+KR(x; r1, r2) = −
e gρNN
2mN
fρ(r)
(
h0ρ −
1
2
√
6
h2ρ
)
×
(
(τ1 · τ2 − τ z1 τ z2 ) (σ1 − σ2)
(
δ(3)(x− r1)− δ(3)(x− r2)
)
+(1 + χV ) (τ1 × τ2)z (σ1 × σ2)
∑
i
δ(3)(x− ri)
)
, (A3)
j
ρ0
pair(x; r1, r2) = −
e gρNN
2mN
fρ(r) τ
z
1 τ
z
2
×
((
h0ρ +
1
2
h1ρ (τ
z
1 + τ
z
2 ) +
1√
6
h2ρ
)
(σ1 − σ2) + 1
2
h1ρ (τ
z
1 − τ z2 ) (σ1 + σ2)
)
×
(
(1 + τ z1 ) δ
(3)(x− r1)− (1 + τ z2 ) δ(3)(x− r2)
)
, (A4)
j
ρ±
mesonic(x; r1, r2) = −
e gρNN
2mN
(
h0ρ −
1
2
√
6
h2ρ
)
(τ1 × τ2)z
×
{
(∇1 −∇2)
(
− i (σ1 − σ2) · {(∇1 −∇2) , fρ(rx1) fρ(rx2)}
+(1 + χV ) (σ1 × σ2) · [(∇1 −∇2) , fρ(rx1) fρ(rx2)]
)
+2∇ax
(
i {∇a1 σ2 −∇a2 σ1 + σa1∇2 − σa2∇1 , fρ(rx1) fρ(rx2)}
−(1 + χV ) [(σ1 ×∇1)a σ2 − (σ2 ×∇2)a σ1
+σa1 σ2 ×∇2 − σa2 σ1 ×∇1 , fρ(rx1) fρ(rx2)]
)
+4 imN (σ1 + σ2) [H , fρ(rx1) fρ(rx2)]
}
(A5)
jωpair(x; r1, r2) = −
e gωNN
2mN
fω(r)
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×
((
h0ω +
1
2
h1ω (τ
z
1 + τ
z
2 )
)
(σ1 − σ2) + 1
2
h1ω (τ
z
1 − τ z2 ) (σ1 + σ2)
)
×
(
(1 + τ z1 ) δ
(3)(x− r1)− (1 + τ z2 ) δ(3)(x− r2)
)
, (A6)
j
ρpi
mesonic(x; r1, r2) = −
e gρNNgρpiγ h
1
pi√
2mρ
(τ1 × τ2)z
×(∇1 ×∇2)
(
fρ(rx1) fpi(rx2) + fpi(rx1) fρ(rx2)
)
, (A7)
where rxi ≡ |x− ri|; ∇i and ∇x at on the soure point ri and eld point x respetively; and the
supersript a is the index to be summed from 1 to 3. Note that we separate harged and neutral
ρ mesons aording to their isospin struture; and the last term of Eq. (A5) should be ombined
with a harge density orresponding to Eq. (24) in order to insure the urrent onservation.
PC one-pion ECs of the pair and mesoni terms that ontribute to the AM read
jPCpair(x; r1, r2) =
(
gpiNN
2mN
)2
(τ1 × τ2)z
×
[
σ2 δ
(3)(x− r2) σ1 · ∇+ σ1 δ(3)(x− r1) σ2 · ∇
]
fpi(r), (A8)
jPCmesonic(x; r1, r2) = −
(
gpiNN
2mN
)2
(τ1 × τ2)z(σ1 · ∇1) (σ2 · ∇2) (∇1 −∇2) fpi(rx1) fpi(rx2).(A9)
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